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SUMMARY ABSTRACT 
 
The purpose of this study was to record and analyze underwater acoustic characteristics of 
hydraulic dredging in the St. Johns River, Duval Co., Florida and evaluate possible noise 
impacts in the waterway with respect to manatee hearing. Of particular interest, was the 
extent and range that dredging noise may acoustically mask the sounds of approaching 
commercial and recreational vessels. The underwater noise generated by a hopper dredge 
performing navigational maintenance near Blount Island and Talleyrand was recorded using 
vertical hydrophone arrays and a multi-channel digital recording system. In addition to 
dredging noise, baseline ambient noise surveys, site-specific bathymetic and active noise 
propagation measurements were conducted where dredge recordings were made. Site-specific 
acoustical and physical data were then integrated with behavioral hearing data to evaluate the 
acoustic impacts and estimate zones of masking surrounding hopper dredging activity.  In the 
areas measured, tidal mixing resulted in isothermal conditions and iso-sound speed velocities 
across depths.  In the dredged channel, acoustical transmission loss was spherical up to 100 
meters.  Noise propagated relatively freely in the channel, while boundary effects were 
apparent at lower frequencies in shallower water. Mid-range frequencies, (2 kHz to 10 kHz) 
propagated with the best efficiency while lower frequencies were attenuated near the surface 
and higher frequencies were more readily absorbed and scattered. Three discernable and 
relatively continuous noise sources that masked boat noise were (1) cavitation from dredge 
propellers,  (2) draghead vacuuming and,  (3) noise from the submerged slurry pump out 
pipeline.  Peak sound pressure levels were measured at 63 Hz to 2,815 Hz for the different 
sources.  Estimated source levels at 1 meter were for frequencies > 1,000 Hz were, 172 dB re 
1µPa for cavitation, 177 dB re 1µPa for draghead vacuuming and, 169 dB re 1µPa for slurry 
pump out noise. Dredging noise masked the sounds of fast approaching watercraft at ranges > 
250 m. The zone of masking for a slow approaching vessel was > 2.5 miles away from the 
hopper dredge. Mitigation techniques suggested to abate noise radiation include; ship quieting 
technologies, reducing propeller cavitation, insulating and elevating the slurry pipeline, and 
minimizing the number and distance of transects back and forth to pump out stations.  With 
respect to the effects on boat noise a direct mitigation would be to attach a low intensity, 
directional alarm (in a noise bandwidth above the masking frequencies) to the bows of slow 
and fast moving vessels.  
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
In 2002 cutterhead pipeline dredging was used to deepen the channel in the St. Johns River, 
Jacksonville, Florida and in that year manatee mortalities from ship and boat collisions 
dramatically increased from a historical norm of 3-5/year to 10 watercraft-related mortalities. A 
similar mortality spike occurred in 1991 when significant maintenance dredging was conducted 
by the Port and watercraft mortality increased to 9 manatees that particular year.  The more 
recent 2002 mortality event precipitated a regulatory response from the United States Fish 
and Wildlife Service (USFWS) to restrict vessel speeds in the St. Johns River.  The response 
was viewed as misguided and unwarranted in light of the historical record. While dredging 
itself may not have directly impacted manatee mortality, the continuous noise radiating out 
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from a dredge platform and along its extended floating pipeline would have significantly raised 
ambient noise levels along a wide expanse in the river. This in turn would have acoustically 
masked the sounds of both fast and slow moving vessels.  Gerstein and colleagues (2005, 
2002, 1999, 1997, 1996) have argued that auditory masking of boat noise is an underlying 
sensory cause for repeated watercraft-related collisions.  In the turbid visually opaque waters 
of the St. Johns River, as in the majority of Florida’s inland waterways, neither boat operators 
nor manatees can effectively visually detect the other to avoid collisions. Under visually 
obscured conditions, manatees must rely upon their hearing to detect approaching watercraft. 
Given the manatees defined hearing abilities, this can be a challenge when the sounds of boats 
are primarily low frequencies that do not propagate efficiently in many shallow water habitats; 
and when the intensity of these sounds approximate or is only slightly above the naturally 
occurring background noise levels.  The situation can become extremely dangerous for 
manatees when ambient noise levels are high. Excessive and continuous underwater noise 
radiating from hydraulic dredging can mask the sounds of biological sources such as snapping 
shrimp and manatee vocalizations and other important sounds to manatees like those from 
approaching recreational and commercial watercraft.  Sustained high ambient noise levels 
from dredging can significantly increase the probability of collisions between manatees and 
vessels by making the sounds of boats indiscernible from the prevailing background noise.  
Watercraft, even faster moving vessels, that produce higher frequency and louder sounds can 
become undetectable at safe distances; slow moving vessels under these conditions essentially 
become acoustically indiscernible in a potentially large radius around the dredging activity.   
 
The potential impacts of underwater anthropogenic noise, and in particular noise associated 
with oil and gas exploration, has been a concern with respect to whales and other marine 
animals. Much of the acoustical data on dredging noise can be found in a handful of studies 
and compellations by Greene 1985, 1987, Miles et al., 1986, 1987 and Richardson et al., 
1990, 1995.  The effects of continuous radiated ship noise, dredging, impulsive sources like 
air gun blasts, and military sonar, have recently become a significant focus with respect to the 
harassment and environmental degradation guidelines in the Marine Mammal Protection Act.  
The National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS), National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration (NOAA), is currently undertaking a critical review and assessment of potential 
impacts relating to marine mammal hearing and behavior.  An Environmental Impact 
Statement regarding anthropogenic noise is being considered that concentrates on acoustical 
characteristics like; intensity, duration, propagation and spectra for determining zones of  
behavioral influence, auditory masking and temporary, and permanent hearing loss.  Data is 
limited in many areas and NMFS is making an effort to increase empirical investigations.  This 
study was designed to directly measure underwater acoustical radiation from dredging under 
site-specific conditions and then incorporate this data with definitive hearing data on 
manatees.  Radiated noise from hopper dredging and other watercraft of interest was recorded 
with calibrated hydrophone arrays at different distances and depths. Acoustical time series 
were digitally recorded and stored as time-stamped .wav files for subsequent analysis. These 
empirical data were taken to directly determine zones of auditory masking emanating from 
dredging operations with respect to manatee hearing and boat noise. While behavioral 
parameters, such as noise avoidance, or changes in traveling, resting, feeding and social 
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interactions may certainly occur, no manatees were observed in the study areas prior to, 
during, or after dredging operations. This effort recorded definitive acoustical and physical 
data and limits the discussion of manatee behavior to definitively measured auditory detection 
thresholds.  The funding for this study was provided by the Jacksonville Waterways 
Commission and addresses the extent and range that hopper dredging noise acoustically 
masks the sounds of approaching commercial and recreational vessels in the St. Johns River, 
Jacksonville, Florida. 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
THE DREDGE 
 
There are two primary types of hydraulic dredges, the cutterhead pipeline dredge and the 
hopper dredge.  The cutterhead pipeline dredge is a stationary dredge that uses a cutterhead 
along with hydraulic pressure to break up and carry off hard sediments and rock.  The dredge 
can work almost continuously, hydraulically pushing rock and debris through a partially 
submerged pipeline that can extend for miles to a distant disposal site.  The continuous noise 
radiating from the fixed power plant and the noise of debris traveling though an extended 
pipeline can both be significant.  While the dredge power plant would have a localized noise 
radius the pipeline can extend noise impacts for miles through a waterway.   In 2002, 
cutterhead pipeline dredging was used to deepen the channel in the St. Johns River in 
Jacksonville, and in that season manatee mortalities from ship and boat collisions dramatically 
increased from historical norms.  While it would have been beneficial to directly measure the 
noise and evaluated radii of acoustical masking from cutterhead pipeline dredging in the St. 
Johns River, only a hopper dredging project was available for this acoustical study.   
 
Hopper dredges unlike the cutterhead pipeline dredges are self-propelled ships with large 
containment wells or “hoppers” in the center. These vessels freely move to the dredge and 
offload disposal sites under their own power. They have powerful pumps that can suction 
loosely packed bottom sediments through a flat draghead and long intake pipe, or drag arm.  
The vacuumed debris is then emptied into the large hopper on board the ship. The lighter 
watery portion of the slurry is sometimes drained off and discharged from side of the vessel to 
compact as much material as possible into the hopper storage. Once a hopper is filled to 
capacity, dredging stops and the ship transects to a disposal site, where the slurry material is 
pumped out of the hopper through a pipeline.  Once emptied the ship transects back to the 
dredge site, lowers the drag arm and draghead and dredging continues.  The noise from active 
hopper dredging, ship transects and slurry pump out can all be continuous sources of noise 
loud enough to mask the sounds of approaching watercraft. 
 
For this study, underwater acoustical recordings of hopper dredging activities were conducted 
with the full cooperation and assistance of B&B Dredging.  The noise from their 100 meter 
hopper dredge, “Columbia” was recorded while it performed maintenance dredging in the St. 
Johns River during August, September and October 2004. Dredging activities were recorded 
in the vicinities of Dames Point Bridge, Hart Bridge and Bartram Island.   
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Figure 1.  B&B hopper dredge “Columbia” moored at the Bartram Island pump out site in the 
St. Johns River. Jacksonville, FL.  
 
RESEARCH EQUIPMENT 
 
Three (3) modular vertical hydrophone arrays were assembled for this project. The 
hydrophones were calibrated 2 weeks prior to and following field measurements. Each array 
consisted of a bottom weighted rope with independent omnidirectional hydrophones attached 
along the rope at varying distances. Using discrete hydrophones and assembling them into 
arrays enabled ad hoc adjustments of the vertical spacing between elements.  The flexibility was 
needed to measure in areas with varying depths and different tidal periods.  The first array was 
configured with two (2) vertically segregated United States Navy Underwater Sound Reference 
Detachment (USRD) H56 hydrophones. The USRD H56 phones had a frequency response 10 
Hz to 65 kHz and sensitivity of -173 dB.  The second array was configured with (3) vertically 
segregated Reson TC 4032 hydrophones. These phones had a frequency response of 5 Hz to 
100 kHz with a sensitivity of  -172 dB.  The third array consisted of two modified USRD X 
hydrophones with a frequency response of 10 Hz to 40 kHz and sensitivity of -201 dB.  The 
USRD H56 and Reson TC 4032 pre-amps were powered with an isolated 24 volt DC battery 
supply.  The USRD X hydrophones were modified with 3 ceramic elements and did not require 
any external power.  
 
Underwater acoustical signals were digitally recorded with a dedicated computer configured 
with an 80GB 7200 hard disk dive and an Aardvark Q10 Pro, 24 bit digital signal processor.  
The Q10 Pro external module provided eight (8) isolated channels with individual pre amps to 
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equalize hydrophone inputs.  These channels were synchronously sampled at 96 kHz, which 
yielded a Nyquist frequency of 48 kHz. To insure clean recordings anti-aliasing and no digital 
compression was used.  Acoustical time series data were saved directly to the hard drive as 
time-stamped .wav domain media files and catalogued for each session with Calkwalk v9.0 
software.  A Stanford Research Systems SR770 Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) Network 
Analyzer was used for real time FFT analysis and monitoring.  It was also used for field 
calibration, noise propagation and later analysis of .wav files in the lab.  A Navy USRD J9 
projector was used as the calibrated active sound source for field calibrations and noise 
propagation measurements.  It was powered with a Carver, model no.15CB, transfer function 
amplifier while the current was monitored and recorded with a Fluke graphical multimeter. 
Site-specific bathymetry and sound speed profiles were measured using a Falmouth Scientific 
MCTD digital conductivity, temperature and depth probe (CTD).  CTD casts accompanied 
active propagation measurements with the USRD J-9 projector. The CTD data were recorded 
in real-time with a laptop computer. 
 
The Jacksonville University’s Marine Science Department provided a 25 foot Boston Whaler 
“RV Dolphin”  to conduct the work.   The hydrophone arrays and CTD casts were deployed 
off the sides of the research vessel.  Prior to deployment a floatation buoy was attached at the 
top of each of the three bottom weighted arrays. Each array had 100+ meters of cable that 
could be deployed when necessary.  Arrays were placed in the water and allowed to drift, and 
the connecting cables were supported on the surface with floats.  This reduced drag on the 
arrays and resulted in perpendicular vertical sets within the water column.  These surface 
deployments and subsequent recordings were made in a drift mode with the engine turned off, 
and during slack tides to minimize self-noise and turbulence around the hydrophones. 
A compliment of four heavy duty 12 volt car and deep cycle marine batteries along with 2 sine 
wave power inverters and 4 in-line conditioners provided clean, shielded floating ground 
power for the computer monitor, and other electroacoustical equipment.  
 
The locations and precise distance between the arrays and targeted sound sources were 
recorded using numbered data loggers mated with Magellan Meridian Marine GPS units. 
These units were placed inside each of the floatation buoys attached to the arrays.  Similar   
units were also placed on the hopper dredge, Columbia, the RV Dolphin as well as the vessels 
that were used for controlled approaches toward the arrays. A laser range finder was also 
used to estimate surface distances of boats not used in controlled approaches, and a digital 8 
video camera was used to document project activities. 
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Figure 2.  CTD for measuring site-specific bathometry, sound speed profiles and two of the 
hydrophone arrays deployed for active propagation and ambient noise recording at one of the 
Dames Point Bridge locations. 
 
 MEASUREMENT PROCEDURES AND SITES 
 
The site selections and timing of acoustical measurements were dictated by the brief seasonal 
dredging schedule. These survey sites followed the tract of the hopper dredge Columbia on 
8/28/04 thru 9/01/04 and 10/19/04 thru 10/22/04. The sites selected are depicted in Figures 
3a, b, c, d. Ambient noise surveys were conducted to document background levels where 
dredge activities had been measured each day.  Ambient noise was measured in the absence of 
any operating vessels in the vicinity and when noise transients from distant or local 
anthropogenic sources were undetectable. These measurements were made, prior to and 
following Columbia’s departures to and from the spoil pump-out site at Bartram Island.  For 
the ambient noise surveys, the low-noise H56 and Reson hydrophone arrays were positioned a 
minimum of 30 meters from the RV Dolphin to minimize self-noise contamination from any 
surface interaction with the research vessel. Real-time monitoring with amplified headsets and 
the FFT network analyzer enabled the selection of quiet periods when only biological and 
wind borne noise sources were discernable underwater. A minimum of 40 minutes of ambient 
noise were recorded for each of the dredging locations. These quiet ambient noise references 
were required for evaluating the impacts of dreading noise at each site.  
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Figure 3a.  Overview of survey sites:  Bartram Island, Dames Point Bridge, and Hart Bridge.  
 

 
 
Figure 3b.  Bartram Island pump out site.  Hydrophone array deployments and sites of active 
propagation  
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Figure 3c. Hart Bridge site. Hydrophone array deployments around and in the dredge path. 

 
 
Figure 3d. Dames Point Bridge site. Hydrophone deployments around and in the dredge path.  
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BATHYMETIC AND ACTIVE NOISE PROPAGATION MEASUREMENTS 
 
Baseline ambient noise surveys, along with bathymetric and propagation measurements were 
conducted at the same sites on the same days. Active propagation measurements where 
conducted using a calibrated sound source and USRD J9 projector. The sound source was a 
pure tone linear sweep from 100 Hz to 20 kHz with a 1 Hz repetition rate and was used under 
quiet ambient conditions. In high ambient noise conditions, discrete continuous wave pure 
tone signals were used.  Frequencies selected to measure acoustical transmission losses were: 
250 Hz, 500 Hz, 1 kHz, 2 kHz, 4 kHz, 8 kHz, 10 kHz, 15 kHz and 20 kHz. All these tones 
were generated with a Stanford Research DS 360 and a Carver CB15 amplifier.  The signals 
were monitored and recorded with the FFT Network Analyzer and Aardvark PC system.  The 
J9 projector was soft mounted to an extender pole and lowered 2 meters underwater at the 
stern of the research vessel.  The aperture of the projector was orientated inline with the 
drifting vertical hydrophone arrays that were suspended at varying distances from the 
projector.  The research vessel was anchored to keep the projector stationary and the arrays 
inline. At higher frequencies >15 kHz the J9 projector became more directional and a 
maintaining direct line with the hydrophones was necessary for accurate measurements. Direct 
transmission losses were measured from 2 to 100 meters away from the projector and these 
distances were determined from the GPS logs for each hydrophone array. 
Water temperature, conductivity (salinity) and depth were recorded at each site using a  
Falmouth Scientific MCTD probe lowered with a downrigger.  Real-time data for each 
deployment was recorded on a laptop computer. Site-specific sound speed profiles were later 
calculated using the CTD data that accompanied active propagation measurements at each 
site.    
  
HOPPER DREDGING NOISE  
 
While a host of transient mechanical sounds and gear slips contributed to hopper dredge 
noise, (3) three discernable and relatively continuous acoustical sources were identified and 
measured: (1) cavitation from the ship’s propellers,  (2) draghead vacuuming, and (3) flow 
noise through the submerged conduit during the slurry pump out.  Cavitation and vacuuming 
noise often occurred together, and pump out and cavitation noise occasionally occurred 
simultaneously when the vessel adjusted its position at the mooring barge. When the draghead 
was lifted as the dredge turned or filling was completed these noise sources were easily 
isolated.  The Columbia’s propeller cavitation noise was measured at distances of 16 to 5,011 
meters from the arrays.  The draghead and vacuuming were measured at 38 to 1,035 meters 
and the pump out noise was analyzed from 16 to 512 meters away.  
 
SMALL RECREATIONAL AND COMMERCIAL BOAT NOISE 
 
Two smaller vessels, a 7.5 meter City police boat and a 9 meter water taxi were driven 
directly over the hydrophone arrays at varying speeds and used as exemplars of small boat 
noise in the St Johns River.  The police boat was a single fiberglass hull vessel with a 2 stroke 
outboard engine and a 12 inch 3 blade propeller.  The water taxi was a twin aluminum hull 
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pontoon vessel with twin 4 stroke outboard engines and twin 12 inch 3 blade propellers.  
Some of the controlled runs were conducted in the presence of the operating dredge and also 
during quiet periods when the dredge was not operating and no other boat noise could be 
heard.  As with all recordings these time series were recorded with the hydrophones in a drift 
mode and positions and distances to the hydrophones were recorded with GPS loggers on the 
vessels and inside the hydrophone array buoys. 
 
ACOUSTIC DATA PROCESSING AND ANALYSIS 
 
A list of the sequential 24 bit .wav files representing 20 gigabytes of data used for this analysis 
is provided in the appendix.  The SRS 770 Network Analyzer was used to digitally sample 
these .wav files at a rate of 100 kHz. Since the sounds generated by dredging noise did not 
exceed 20 kHz, a bandwidth of 10 Hz to 25 kHz was selected for analysis. The basis for data 
analysis for ambient noise and vessel noise was the Fourier Integral Transform for continuous 
spectra. Time series averaged for relatively stationary sources and ambient noise were 
sampled over long periods up to 5 minutes. When considering vessel noise from fast moving 
boats and their respective distances from the hydrophone arrays, the noise was integrated over 
finite time intervals.  The effect of doing this was to fix the noise in a statistical sense over a 
specific time interval. Multiple sampling periods to capture approaching boat noise at specific 
distances (moments in time) ranged from 10 to 500 milliseconds.  Each FFT plot yielded 400 
point spectra from 10 Hz to 25 kHz with a minimum linewidth resolution of 64 Hz. We 
selected a Blackman-Harris window to minimize leakage because it provided a narrower main 
lobe with smaller side lobe bands and better amplitude accuracy (0.7 dB) verses using a 
Hanning window (1.5 dB) variation.  
 
Acoustic data are presented as FFT plots with spectral magnitudes (amplitude and sound 
pressure level) referenced in dB re 1 µPa at the noted received distances from the arrays.   
Peak hold (pk) and averaged Root Mean-Squared (RMS) curves are presented. Pk plots 
capture the highest magnitude for each frequency in a sampled time series (.wav file). Linear 
RMS averaging computes the weighted mean of the sum of the squared magnitudes. This 
reduces fluctuations (spikes) in the data but doesn’t reduce the noise floor. The RMS plot 
being an average over time, instead of a selective representation of the highest amplitudes 
over time; is lower than the pk curve for the same sample. The difference between RMS and 
pk values is depended, in part, on the size or duration of the sample and the frequency spectra 
within the time series.  
 
RESULTS 
 
AMBIENT NOISE  
 
Ambient noise was selectively recorded to minimize noise contributions from anthropogenic 
sources and during low wind, flat surface conditions.  Recordings were conducted during 
slack tides in a drift mode to minimize self-noise and noise from turbulence around the 
hydrophones. Figures 4a, b, c are infinite average RMS plots of ambient noise taken on 
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various days and times at the selected sites. The dominant low frequency noise seen in these 
spectral plots can be attributed to surface wind, currents, and sound sources coupling into the 
water column from shore based activities or distant vessels beyond our line of sight.  The 
dominant continuous biological noise came from snapping shrimp, and was ubiquitous at all 
the locations. Snapping shrimp sounds ranged from 1 to 25 kHz and could average more than 
80 dB. Other biological sounds, like the stridulatory sounds of soniferous fish, (croakers and 
drums) were also prevalent. Bottlenose dolphins were observed but few discernable whistles 
or echolocation clicks above background levels were recorded.  
 
At Bartram Island (Figure 4a) the ambient noise was dominated by snapping shrimp, while at 
the Hart Bridge (Figure 4b) and the Dames Point Bridge (Figure 4c) dominant low frequency 
noise was associated with wind and perhaps distant anthropogenic sources.  These sites were 
deeper, wider bodies of water adjacent to the channel where cumulative wind, tidal currents 
and anthropogenic sources contributed more to the ambient noise.  The ambient noise during 
a moderate rain fall is also shown in Figure 4a.  The ambient noise increased > 40 dB at 200-
300 Hz and 2 to 5 kHz which masked snapping shrimp noise and would also mask the sounds 
of slow moving boats. 
 
 

 
Figure 4a.  Ambient noise at Bartram Island site.  Surface recording depth 2 meters, average 
water depth 5 meters. 
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Figure 4b.  Ambient noise at Hart Bridge site.  Surface recording depth 2 meters, average 
water depth 10 meters. 
.    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4c.  Ambient noise at Dames Point Bridge.  Surface recording depth 2 meters, average 
water depth 10 meters. 
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SOUND SPEED PROFILES  
 
Salinity was relatively constant across depths at each site; 10.25 ppt at Bartram Island, 10.05 
ppt at Hart Bridge, and10.23 ppt at the Dames Point Bridge. Tidal mixing evenly distributed 
salinity and temperature gradients and relatively isothermal and iso-sound speed profiles were 
measured at each site (Figures 5a, b, c.). 

 
Figure 5a. Temperature and sound speed profiles at Bartram Island CTD cast no. 2. 
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Figure 5b. Temperature and sound speed profiles Hart Bridge CTD cast no. 4 
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Figure 5c. Temperature and sound speed profiles at Dames Point Bridge CTD cast no. 6 
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The most significant parameter affecting ray bending was the temperature gradient. The sound 
speed decreased with depth following a slight negative temperature gradient at each of the 
sites.  At Bartram Island (Figure 5a) the sound speed shows a linear decrease of 0.17m /sec/m 
over a depth of 2 m, and then leveled at 1,518.65 m/sec and remained steady to the maximum 
depth of 5 m. The travel time for sound to reach 1,000 meters at 1,518.65 m/sec would be 
0.66 sec.  The horizontal ray would be bent down 11.22cm (4.4 inches) from the surface at a 
distance of 1,000 m.  At the Hart Bridge site (Figure 5b.) the sound speed decreased linearly 
0.053 m /sec/m over a depth of 4 m, and then leveled at 1,519.60 m/sec to a maximum depth 
of 9.5 m. The travel time for sound to reach 1,000 meters at 1519.60 m/sec would be 0.66 
sec.  The horizontal ray would be bent down only 3.5cm (1.34 inches) from the surface at 
1,000 meters from the source. At Dames Point Bridge, (Figure 5c)  the sound speed 
decreased linearly 0.8 m /sec/m over a depth of 3.8 m, and then leveled at 1,518.55 m/sec to a 
maximum depth of 0.8 m.. The travel time for sound to reach 1,000 meters at 1,518.55 m/sec 
is 0.65 sec, so the horizontal ray would be bent down only 13.7 cm (5.4 inches) from the 
surface.  Downward ray bending at all the sites was considered negligible with no significant 
effect on acoustic propagation and subsequent masking effects. Manatees resting near the 
surface with their ears submerged ¼ meter from the surface could still be in the sound field ~ 
1 mile from a noise source.    
 
SITE-SPECIFIC ACTIVE PROPAGATION MEASUREMENTS 
 
The results of site-specific active propagation measurements with calibrated noise sources are 
presented in Figures 6a, b, c, d, and e. 

Figure 6a. Bartram Island Shallow (BIS) water propagation. 
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Figure 6b. Bartram Island Channel (BIC) propagation. 
 

Figure 6c. Hart Bridge (HB) channel propagation.  
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Figure 6d. Hart Bridge Shallow (HBS) water propagation. 
 

Figure 6e.Dames Point (DP) channel propagation. 
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 Figure 6f. Dames Point Shallow (DPS) water propagation 

Figure 6g. Transmission loss all sites 250 Hz vs. 2,000 Hz. 
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Shallow water propagation measurments in Figures 6a,d,f,g shows low frequency attenuation 
presumably caused by physical boundary disruptions, surface release and absorption loss in 
the mud and silt substrates. As noted by Gerstien (2002) and Gerstein and Blue (2005, 
1997,1996) the dominant low frequency spectra of boats and ships do not propagate well in 
shallow water habitats. In the shallow shoreline sites, as well as in the channels, the most 
efficent propagation occurs at 2kHz and higher (Figure 6g). Spherical spreading loss 
predominates at ranges < 70m, after which cylindrical spreading loss occurs in the shallower 
sites measured.  The ubiquitous bottom sediment in the deeper channel sites was composed of 
silt and sand.  Propagation in the channels followed a spherical spreading loss model as the 
transmission loss increased ~ 6 dB every time distance was doubled from the source. This 
indicated that there were few reflective paths contributing to the propogated signals, or that 
bottom and the surface interactions were disruptive to the signal. Little evidence of cylindrical 
spreading was measured in the channel during controlled propagation tests out to 100 m as 
the transmission losses were greater than 3 dB with each distance doubling from the source. 
However, subsequent recording of dredging noise measured at greater distances indicated a 
combination of both spherical and cylindircal spreading with greater range (see Figure 7b).  
 
DREDGEING NOISE 
 
A.  Pump out  slurry  noise 
 
Peak hold and infinite averaged plots for the pump out noise recorded from the submerged 
pipeline at Bartram Island are presented in Figure 7a.  

   Figure 7a. Pump out slurry and water flow noise through submerged pipline.  
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The surface recording depth was 2 meters. The heavy mud pump out noise had a peak sound 
pressure level of 145dB re 1µPa at 2600 Hz.  The pipeline was submerged just below the 
surface in 4 meters of water. The bottom substrate at Bartram Island was muddy silt and sand.  
Assuming spherical spreading loss of 24 dB, the peak source level for the slurry pump out is 
estimated to be 169 dB re 1µPa at 1 meter. This is 92 dB above the averaged ambient 
conditions measured at the site.  The noise associated with just water flow though the 
pipeline, (no dredge material) was recorded at the start up and end cycles of the pump out.  
The frequency spectra are different from the mud pump out and have lower Sound Pressure 
Levels (SPLs).  The peak amplitude at 16 meters was 112 dB at 200 Hz.  The estimated 
source level was 136 dB re 1µPa at 1 meter, 53 dB above ambient at 200 Hz.  
 
Peak hold and infinite average plots of slurry pump out through the pipeline (Figure 7b) show 
received SPLs at widening distances from the arrays.  
 

Figure 7b. Pump out slurry noise at different distances from the submerged pipeline at 
Bartram Island. 
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Averaged SPL’s for the sychronous recordings at 16, 67, and 128 m distances from the 
pipleine noise indicated spherical spreding loss at 2,000 Hz (Table 1.)  
 
Table 1.  Near and distant free field noise from slurry pump out through the submerged 
pipeline at Bartram Island (amplitudes in dB re 1µPa).  
 

Distance 
meters 

Infinite Average 
63 Hz 

Peak  hold 
63 Hz 

Infinite Average 
2,000 Hz 

Peak hold 
2,000 Hz 

16 * 135 140 133 142 

67 * 114 120 122 134 

128 * 94 108 116 125 

261 85 92 113 119 

512 84 97 109 116 

* Synchronous recording at different distances from the submerged pipeline. Hydrophone 
depth was 2 m from the surface in a 5 m water column. 
 
The steep transmission loss (-41 dB) at 63 Hz from 16 m to 128 m was consistent with 
Lloyd’s Mirror Effect, as the water surface was smooth and the pipeline was just below the 
surface boundary.  The Lloyd’s Mirror Effect is a consequence of Snell’s Law and applies to 
wave reflection from a plane surface where the angles of incidence and reflection are equal. 
For the water-to-air boundary, the incident and reflected acoustical waves are very nearly the 
same amplitude but 180° out of phase and interfere with, or cancel, each other out near the 
surface.  This phenomenon occurs when the water’s surface is relatively smooth and behaves 
like a mirror. For low frequencies, the mirror condition holds until the average surface 
roughness becomes substantial (i.e. ¼ of a wavelength) compared to the acoustical 
wavelength being reflected.  Lloyd’s Mirror Effect does not affect higher frequencies that 
have wavelengths shorter than the water’s surface wave height. Absorption into the bottom 
substrate and frequency cut-off limits may have further attenuated lower frequencies in the 
shallow water.  Since the spectra and intensity of pump out noise were consitient over time, 
infinite averaging of non-synchronous recordings were also compared (Table 1).  Assuming 
the SPL’s of pump noise received at 262m and 512m were represertative of the synchronously 
recorded data, then cylindrical spreading at 2,000 Hz occurred at this range; suggesting 
convergent reflections over the greater distance accounted for a smaller 3 dB loss with 
distance doubling. 
 
B. Propeller cavitation noise 

Propeller cavitation contributed significant noise energy over a wide band of frequencies. 
Synchronous recordings of propeller cavitation were taken as the dredge traveled to and from 
the pump out site and hydrophone arrays were positioned at different distances from the 
dredge as it passed.  Propeller cavitation and ventilation occurred when the ship was 
underway, particularly when hard turning or traveling at speeds above 5 knots. The cavitation 
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could have been be caused by propeller slippage.  Commercial work vessels typically have 
high propeller slippage ratios of 40 to 80% compared to 10 to 25 % for small recreational 
boats.  This high ratio can cause cavitation and ventilation near the surface at slow speeds and 
when maneuvering or under a load. Cavitation source levels are derived from the synchronous 
recording at three different distances from the propellers of the “Columbia” (Figure 7c).  

Figure 7c. Spectral plot of hopper dredge propeller cavitation noise.  Hydrophone depth was 
2 m from the surface and the water depth was 10m. 
 
Table 2 lists the peak amplitudes of some propeller blade rate sub harmonics. Spherical 
spreading was indicated by the 6 dB loss across the successive ranges. In the near field, 
particle velocity is greater than sound pressure, but beyond the near field at 64 meters a 35 dB 
loss at 63 Hz in the received SPL is consistent with the Lloyd’s Mirror Effect.  
 
Table 2. Synchronous noise measurements of propeller cavitation (peak amplitudes in dB re 
1µPa).  
 

Distance 63 Hz 562 Hz 1375 Hz 2813 Hz 8563 Hz 10125 Hz 

16 m * 159 143 143 147 140 137 

35 m * 138 136 130 139 132 131 

64 m * 124 129 124 127 126 124 

*Synchronous recording at different distances hydrophone from the dredge. Hydrophone 
depths were 2m from surface in a 10 m water column. 
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C. Drag head and vacuum noise 
 
While cavitation was relatively continuous there were periods when the load on the ship 
subsided and cavitation ceased for several minutes on end.  During these windows vacuuming 
noise could be isolated. Cavitation noise was isolated during turning maneuvers, when the 
drag head was raised out of the water or before and after filling. The distinct spectra of both 
propeller cavitation and vacuuming are plotted in Figure 7d. and peak amplitudes at different 
distances from the dredge are presented in Table 3. 

 Figure 7d. Vacuum and cavitation noise at different distances from the dredge.  
 
Table 3. Comparison of vacuum and cavitation noise at different distances from the dredge 
(peak amplitudes in dB re 1 µPa) 
 

Distance 
meters 

Vacuum 
63 Hz 

Vacuum 
 1,000 Hz 

Cavitation 
63 Hz 

Cavitation 
812 Hz 

38 153 dB 147 dB 152 dB 136 dB 

82 129 dB 141 dB - - 

1035 - - 112 dB 112 dB 

Ambient 112 dB 78 dB 112 dB 88 dB 
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Vacuum noise was synchronously recorded at two different ranges (38 m and 82 m from the 
dredge). Noise was generated by the drag head moving through the bottom substrate 
vacuuming debris through a long drag arm, and the associated compressor and pump that 
created the suction.  The noise had a distinct spectra compared to propeller cavitation noise 
with a recognizable peak at 1 kHz and greater energy at beyond 10 kHz. The measured 
acoustic transmission loss of the vacuum noise was 6 dB at 1 kHz, which was consistent with 
the controlled propagation measurements that used a calibrated noise source. Spherical 
spreading loss was measured at 1 kHz and a conservative estimated source level of the 
vacuuming noise at 1 meter at 1 kHz was 177 dB, and 183 dB at 63 Hz. The steep loss in 
cavitation noise at 63 Hz (-40 dB) was consistent with the Lloyd Mirror Effect. At a range of 
1 km from the source this part of the spectrum was buried in the ambient noise.  In Figure 7e, 
representative direct measurement of vacuum, cavitation and combination dredging noise are 
plotted.  

Figure 7e. Direct measurements of cavitation, vacuum and combination sources at ranges  
> 180 m (surface recording depths of 2 m, average basement depths 10 m) 
 
The recordings were taken at 2 meter depths in the isothermal channel conditions at and in the 
vicinity of the Dames Point and Hart Bridges, where the basement depths were 10 meters.  
Both the peak and corresponding infinite average RMS spectra are shown at each distance 
from the dredge.  While source levels at 1 meter were not measured, relative propagation 
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losses for noise spectra were demonstrated at different ranges.  Infinitive average plots that 
tend to normalize data, suggested a combination of both spherical and then cylindrical 
spreading occurring with increasing distance from the dredge.  For cavitation noise, which has 
its acoustic center at the propellers near to the water’s surface, Lloyd’s Mirror loss was more 
apparent than for vacuum noise where the acoustic generators were distributed at both the 
surface and the bottom.  Peak cavitation noise was measured above the ambient noise at a 
distance 5,111 m (3.75 miles) from the dredge. 
 
BOAT NOISE DURING CONTROLLED APPROACHES PAST HYDROPHONE ARRAY 
 
We used two vessels for the controlled speed tests: 1) the 7 m long single engine police boat 
and 2) the 9 m long twin engine water taxi. These two vessels made approaches that passed 
within 1 m of the suspended hydrophone array while traveling at different speeds.  Vessel 
speed and distance to each array was measured with GPS data loggers on the boats and 
hydrophone array buoys. The police boat tests were conducted when dredging was suspended 
and no other boats were operating in the vicinity. Spectral plots for three different speed 
approaches; 24 mph (Figure 8a), 11 mph (Figure 8b) and 5 mph (Figure 8c) referenced the 
averaged ambient noise recorded prior to the approach sequence.  The boat's distance to the 
recording hydrophone was referenced as the number of seconds before its propellers passed 
within 1 m of the hydrophone.  Since speed differentially determined the boat's "time of 
arrival" at the hydrophone, referencing the time in seconds normalized the distances at 
different speeds. With regard to manatees, this distance reference represents the “time of 
impact” with the propellers. The corresponding range in meters per second can be easily 
determined by applying the following conversions; 10.73 m/s for 24 mph, 4.92 m/s for 11mph 
and 2.24 m/s at 5mph.  
 
Noise intensity and spectra increased as a function of the speed, because as propeller tip 
rotations increased so did turbulence and vortex shearing and therefore cavitation. The 
collapse of micro-bubbles created loud broadband noise which exceeded normal ambient 
conditions.  At a speed of 5 mph, only lower frequency propeller noise was generated.  While 
the noise spectra was discernable from the low ambient noise conditions recorded during the 
speed measurements, ambient noise levels from a light rain masked much of this slow boat 
noise (Figure 8d).    
  
The spectral plot for the Jacksonville Harbor water taxi approach sequence is shown in Figure 
9.  We did not have an opportunity to record the water taxi under low ambient conditions as 
we had for the police boat. At the time of these controlled approaches the ambient noise was 
elevated by cavitation and vacuuming noise from the dredge operating 138 m away.  Though 
several different speed trials were run, the water taxi noise spectra were indiscernible from the 
prevailing ambient noise at all the speeds slower than 21 mph.  The spectra were still difficult 
to discern from ambient noise even 1 meter from the hydrophone and traveling at 21 mph 
(9.39 m/s).  
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Figure 8a. Police boat approach at 24 mph (10.72 m/sec). Seconds (sec) designation in the 
legend indicates “time to impact” with respect to manatees. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 8b. Police boat approach at 11 mph (4.92 m/sec). Seconds (sec) designation in the 
legend indicates “time to impact” with respect to manatees. 
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Figure 8c. Police boat approach at 5 mph (2.24 m/sec). Seconds (sec) designation in the 
legend indicates “time to impact” with respect to manatees. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 8d. Police boat approach at 5 mph (2.24 m/sec) with rain noise recorded at Bartram 
Island. Seconds (sec) designation in the legend indicates “time to impact” with respect to 
manatees. 
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Figure 9. Water taxi approach at 21 mph (9.39 m/sec) with noise from the hopper dredge 
operating 138 meters away near the Hart Bridge. 
 
DISCUSSION 
 
West Indian manatees are killed and injured in relatively shallow estuarine habitats by both 
commercial and recreational watercraft. Encounters are so common that surviving individuals 
are identified by their characteristic scar patterns from numerous collisions.  Some manatees 
bear the scars from as many as 50 different vessel encounters.  Though manatees have the 
cognitive ability to recognize the danger and physical prowess to evade boats, 
psychoacoustical investigations and acoustical propagation measurements in their habitats 
reveal that manatees can not effectively hear many approaching watercraft in enough time to 
avoid collisions (Gerstein 2002; Gerstein et al., 1999; Gerstein & Blue 1999, 1997; Gerstein 
& Gerstein 1997).  This sensory disadvantage is related, in part, to propagation effects and 
auditory masking.  The underlying acoustical causes of collisions did not receive the attention 
of conservation biologists and regulators until recently. While the cumulative effects of 
increased traffic and noise on the behavior and physiology of marine mammals are difficult to 
quantify, the direct masking effect of sound intensity on hearing is measurable and has been 
documented for many vertebrate species (Fay, 1988). Auditory masking is one of the more 
thoroughly studied psychoacoustical phenomena across taxa. This is a perceptual 
phenomenon that occurs when the audibility of one sound is decreased by the presence or 
occurrence of another sound. For example, having a conversation in a quiet room where the 
ambient noise level is low is quite different from trying to have the same conversation outside 
next to a busy freeway. The loud broadband background noise from the freeway obscures or 
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masks the voice of the speaker necessitating the speaker to shout above the noise so the 
listener can hear. The resulting increased energy under the masked condition can be 
characterized for our discussion as a Critical Ratio (CR). The moment a signal is detected 
against the noise, the power of the signal equals the power of the noise spectrum (Fletcher & 
Munson, 1937).  The CR is derived by subtracting the masking noise (dB) from the masked 
threshold (dB). For example, when a 1.6 kHz signal is presented against a 90 dB background 
masking noise, a West Indian manatee requires a signal intensity of a least 114 dB re 1 µPa 
(the masked threshold) to be able to detect the signal (Gerstein et al., 1997). The resulting CR 
at 1.6 kHz is 24 dB.  This CR is conserved, so that at a higher ambient noise level of 100 dB, 
the same signal would need to be 124 dB re 1 µPa before the manatee could hear it.  This 
relationship is important as higher ambient noise conditions can conceivably push masked 
hearing thresholds above the received or even the actual source levels of approaching vessels.  
CRs for pure tones and masked thresholds for complex and broad band noise have been 
measured for the West Indian manatee (Gerstein & Gerstein 1997).  The lowest masked 
threshold for broadband noise (actual boat noise and 1/3 and 1 octave band white noise) was 
10 dB above ambient.  These masked detection thresholds were measured with captive 
manatees that were trained to detect the slightest shifts in the ambient noise using pure tones, 
broadband maskers and boat noise. Wild free-ranging manatees may not be as focused or 
“tuned in” as test sophisticated manatees. This said, a conservative estimate that wild 
manatees require a minimum of 10 dB above ambient conditions to hear approaching boat 
noise is an arguable assumption.  They may require even higher levels above ambient. It is 
important to recognize that, whatever the CR values, they significantly affect the ability of 
manatees to hear as well as locate the sounds of approaching ships.   
 
Sensory adaptations, particularly, auditory abilities, are shaped by the acoustical 
characteristics of the environment.  Gerstein et al. (1999) suggested shallow water 
environments as well as near the surface conditions may have selected for higher frequency 
hearing in a variety of obligate marine mammals.  How well manatees can hear “biologically 
significant” sounds and, for our discussion, the sounds of approaching boats against high 
ambient conditions caused by dredging is inextricably bound to their perceptual hearing 
abilities and to the intensity and spectral characteristics and subsequent propagation of these 
acoustical signals in the environment. 
 
One factor that can limit propagation range is downward refraction of sound rays; caused by 
negative temperature gradients that can become well defined during a seasonal thermocline in 
the summer and fall.  However, in the St. Johns River there was no thermocline.  Isothermal 
conditions were measured, presumably due to tidal mixing, and this resulted in iso-sound 
velocity profiles and negligible downward refraction of sound rays. As a result the sound rays 
from dredging traveled in direct paths for long distances and some noise was detected up to 
3.75 miles away.  
 
Propagation efficiency is also depend in part on the frequency spectra, water depth, surface 
conditions, bottom substrate and manner in which these environment conditions and site-
specific geophysical boundaries absorb, reflect and or scatter the noise over distance. Site 
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specific propagation measurements indicated that frequencies ≥ 2 kHz propagated efficiently 
in the channels and shallow adjacent shorelines. The dominant low frequency (<1 kHz) sounds 
of boats, ships and dredging did not propagate as efficiency. The results coincided with 
propagation measurements in the southern Florida Inland Intracoastal Waterway and in Kings 
Bay, GA (Gerstein and Blue 1997, 1996). Shallow water and near surface propagation 
constraints on the dominant spectra generated by ships and boats has been postulated as an 
underlying cause of watercraft related injuries (Blue and Gerstein 2005; Gerstein 2002; 
Gerstein et al. 2005, 1996, Gerstein et al 1999).   The attenuation was consistent with Lloyd’s 
Mirror Effect and the low frequency cut-offs limits inherent in shallow water with respect to 
longer wavelengths. The implications of this on manatee hearing are serious because the 
ability to hear low-frequency sounds from a slow moving vessel, especially frequencies 
generated by the blade rate of a propeller, are at their worst when the animals are near the 
surface and thus vulnerable (Gerstein et. al. 1999). 
 
Direct field recordings document received sound exposure levels at various ranges from the 
hopper dredge and the submerged slurry pipeline.  These empirical data along with active 
propagation and ambient noise surveys are used to predict the zones of masking radiating 
from hopper dredging in the St John’s River.  Direct measurements of a police boat 
approaching at 5, 11 and 24 mph and a commercial water taxi traveling at 21 mph with the 
dredge operating 138 meters away was sufficient to demonstrate the acoustical consequences 
of speed on masking of sound in the St. Johns River, Jacksonville, Florida.  Although the 
sample set for boats was limited, it was still representative of a significant catalogue of 
calibrated boat approach measurements taken at the Outboard Marine Corporation test center 
in Stuart, Florida and a series of controlled boat approach measurements conducted in the 
Banana River and Barge Canal in Brevard County, Florida. (Gerstein and Blue 2002, 2001).  
 
Police boat approach sequences were redrawn to reflect low frequency hearing limits of 
manatees and auditory masking filters (Figures 10 a,b,c).  Manatee low frequency hearing 
sensitivity falls precipitously below 1,000 Hz.  At frequencies < 400 Hz manatees require 
signal intensities  ≥ 120 dB re 1 µPa at 1 meter in order to detect the sound.  A frequency 
bandwidth from 400 Hz to 25 kHz was plotted to provide better resolution.  Within this band, 
boat noise and dredging noise intersect with manatee hearing sensitivity.  The manatees’ 
required signal-to-noise ratio, or Critical Ratio (CR), for broad band noise was plotted in 
association with the ambient noise.  The CR was approximately 10 dB higher than the ambient 
noise.  Spectral lines drawn below the CR are masked and indiscernible to manatees.  Using 
the police boat as an example of recreational outboards, the maximum detection range under 
quiet ambient conditions at a speed of 24 mph was 24 seconds or 257 m.  At 11 mph it was 
detectable 6 seconds or 29.5 m and at 5 mph, the range of detection dropped to 9 m leaving 
only 4 seconds for a manatee to react.  The faster the boat, the greater the distance at which a 
manatee would be able to detect it and, the more time a manatee could have to react.  
Cavitation noise associated with faster propeller tip rotations produces louder and broader 
band sounds that manatees can both hear and localize at greater distances (Blue and Gerstein 
2005, Gerstein 2002, Gerstein and Gerstein 1997).   
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Figure 10a.  Police boat noise approach at 24 mph with manatee Critical Ratio (CR) plotted 
against ambient noise. Seconds (sec) indicate “time to impact” with respect to manatees.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 10b.  Police boat noise approach at 11 mph with manatee Critical Ratio (CR) plotted 
against ambient noise. Seconds (sec) indicate “time to impact” with respect to manatees. 
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Figure 10c.  Police boat noise approach at 5 mph with manatee Critical Ratio (CR) plotted 
against ambient noise. Seconds (sec) indicate “time to impact” with respect to manatees.  
 
Under quiet ambient noise conditions, the police boat could be detectable in enough time and 
safe enough distances for a manatee to avoid it.  However, against louder ambient noise 
backgrounds, like rain or dredging, the detection ranges shrink as the boat noise becomes 
indiscernible from the ambient noise.  The ranges at which this happens are plotted for the 
police boat and water taxi as the Zones of Masking caused by dredge cavitation and vacuum 
head noise (Figure 11a), and pipeline slurry noise (Figure 11c). Extrapolating from our direct 
field measurements of dredging noise, the transmission loss across incremental ranges in the 
St Johns River were plotted using a spherical instead of cylindrical spreading model. This 
provided a very conservative estimate of the Masking Zones caused by dredging noise.  If a 
cylindrical and or a mixed spreading model were used the radius of masking from the dredging 
noise source would be significantly greater. The manatees' CRs for the ambient conditions at 
different ranges from the source are plotted along with the boat approach noise spectra.  To 
define the minimum Zones of Masking we selected boat approach noise spectra when the 
propellers were just 2 seconds away from the hydrophone (or 2 seconds before impact). While 
2 seconds is arguably not enough reaction time for a manatee to avoid injury, it was chosen to 
provide very conservative estimates of these minimal masking ranges.  Actually, manatees 
may require 4 seconds, or more, to first detect a danger and then react to it.  This is important 
because the Zones of Masking increased significantly with longer manatee reaction times 
(Tables 4a and 4b).  The Zones or Masking caused by dredge cavitation and vacuum noise, 
relative to boat speed with the 4 second reaction time factor, are depicted in an overlay map 
of the Hart Bridge site (Figure 11b).   
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Figure 11a. Zones of Masking from dredge cavitation and vacuum head noise with respect to 
boat noise detection at a minimum of 2 seconds before impact. CR= Critical Ratio; sec = 
seconds to impact;  m sph = meters away from dredge defined with spherical spreading. 
 
The water taxi noise is fully masked at a range of 68 meters from the dredging source.  At 128 
meters it may still be detectable using these conservative propagation estimates. The actual 
measurement with the ambient noise with the dredge 138 m away is shown in Figure 9. 
 
Table 4a.  Distance radius in meters for Zones of Masking noise from cavitation and vacuum 
head suction at different manatee reaction before impact.  
 

Vessel and Approach 
Speed 

Radius  
at 2 seconds 

Radius 
at 4 seconds 

Radius 
at 6 seconds 

Radius 
at 12 seconds 

Police Boat    5 mph 2044  4096 - - 
Police Boat  11 mph 512  1024 2048 4096 
Police Boat  24 mph 256  512 512 1024 
Water Taxi   21 mph 128  - - - 
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Figure11b. Zones of Masking for dredging and vacuum noise for different speeds  
(depicted for a 4 second reaction time)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 11c. Zones of Masking from pipeline slurry noise at 50 PSI with respect to boat noise 
detection at a minimum of 2 seconds before impact. CR= Critical Ratio; sec = seconds to 
impact; m = meters away from dredge defined with spherical spreading. 
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Table 4b. Distance radius in meters for Zones of Masking noise from slurry movement in 
pipeline at different manatee reaction times before impact.   
 

Vessel and Approach 
Speed 

Radius  
at 2 seconds 

Radius  
at 4 seconds 

Radius  
at 6 seconds 

Radius  
at 12 seconds 

Police Boat    5 mph 2044  4088 - - 
Police Boat  11 mph 512  2044 4088  
Police Boat  24 mph 128 2044 2044 4088 
Water Taxi   21 mph 64  - - - 

 
* Longer reaction times could not be estimated for the water taxi, because the ambient noise 
at the time of the recording masked these measurements. 
 
Pipeline slurry noise spectra produced wider Zones of Masking for boat noise with manatee 
reaction times greater than 2 seconds. With peak frequencies centered at 2 kHz, pipeline noise 
propagated efficiency and resulted in greater Zones of Masking than cavitation and vacuum 
head noise.    
 
VALIDITY OF COMPARISONS 
 
The spectra and estimated source levels of the B&B Columbia are consistent with other 
hopper dredge noise characteristics recorded in relatively shallow waters (Langworth et al., 
2004). Since frequency spectra, intensity and periodicity of noise generators can vary among 
hopper dredge operations as well as dredge types, extrapolation with respect to cutterhead 
dredging noise impacts in the St. Johns River from this one hopper dredge is not 
recommended.  However, it’s not without some merit, as the general noise spectra and levels 
are similar. While operational protocols and equipment are quite different, both operations 
produce continuous noise over shared spectral ranges and intensities. Under equivalent St. 
Johns River conditions, the shared spectra of cutterhead dredging would propagate the same 
as hopper dredging. Clark et al. (2002) compared acoustic data on clamshell dredging with 
cutterhead and hopper dredging noise.  Cutterhead dredging, while fixed in one location, was 
reported to be similar in its spectra and continuous nature as the vacuuming and cavitation 
noise from hopper dredging.  Pipeline noise was not measured in their study, but we measured 
hopper pump out slurry noise associated with sand and mud sediments pushed through a short 
pipeline at ~ 50 PSI.   Noise levels were significant and resulted in a minimal zone of masking 
of 128 meters for a fast moving boat and > 2.5 miles for the same vessel traveling slowly.  
Cutterhead pipelines push virgin rock and hard sediments at > 200 PSI, and the subsequent 
noise could be significantly louder than that measured for hopper dredge slurry noise. 
Measuring the point source from cutterhead dredging is very important, however, it should be 
recognized that the submerged pipeline can also significantly extend the area of critical 
masking.  Cutterhead pipelines can extend for miles partially submerged, floating and 
oscillating along the waterway.  The water column along the length of an active pipeline can 
become hazardous to manatees by masking the sounds of boats in a wide radius along it’s’ 
length. As shown from a very short 300 meter submerged pipeline, the noise was loud and 
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propagated with spherical and cylindrically spreading loss.  However, a pipeline with an 
extended length may follow a planar spreading model rather than spherical or cylindrical used 
from non-extended sources. Planar propagation could result in wave amplification and have 
greater implications for masking the sounds of approaching boats throughout a waterway.    
 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
Noise reduction methods and technologies can be applied to reduce the level of underwater 
noise radiating from dredging and narrow the zones of masking.  The main acoustic radiators 
are the propulsion power plant, propellers, vacuum pumps, and pipeline.  Reducing the 
pipeline noise would be applicable for both hopper and cutterhead dredge operations. The 
most effective strategy would be to decouple the sound transmission by isolating the pipeline 
from the water with a blanket layer or envelope of air. The impedance difference between air 
and water would significantly attenuate the noise. This could be accomplished by elevating the 
pipe out of the water or by covering the pipeline with air-filled closed-cell neoprene.  The 
inherent flotation would also raise the pipe higher off the water and attenuate any lower 
frequency leakage at the surface.  Of all the sources, the strongest acoustical radiator is the 
propeller when its in a cavitation mode.  There may be numerous causes of cavitation, such as 
physical damage or simple fouling to the blade edges.  Incorrect pitch and or gearing may also 
cause slippage and or cavitation at slow and faster rotation.  Insuring the propellers are not 
damaged or fouled is the first and least expensive protocol. The reduction gearing, which 
converts horsepower to a slow rotating propeller, should be maximized to increase propeller 
size and reduce the rotation rate.  There have been advances in propeller design that increase 
efficiently. One design for shallow water uses a curved lip on the propeller to reduce 
ventilation, slippage and cavitation at slow and faster speeds.  
 
To reduce hull noise transmission from compressors and or vacuum pumps that are in direct 
contact with the hull or drag arm would require isolating the machinery using vibration 
absorbent mounts and or acoustically absorbent tiles on the hull and drag arm.  
  
Operational set up protocols for hopper dredging should strive to minimize the number and 
length of transects to and from a disposal site.  This would reduce the range of noise exposure 
in the waterway.  Using hopper dredges with large capacities would also minimize the number 
of trips and affect the periodicity of the types of noise exposure. 
 
Regulatory efforts to protect manatees should consult seasonal manatee use patterns and 
permit dredging at times that reduce the opportunities for conflicts.  In the St. Johns River this 
might result in more winter dredging.  However, with respect to noise impacts, it should be 
noted that,  if  tidal mixing does not produce isothermal conditions, cold surface conditions 
could result in a steep positive temperature gradient and upward diffraction that would 
prorogate noise for longer ranges than measured in this study.   
 
We recommend against additional vessel speed restrictions in the St. Johns River, as the 
acoustical consequences are counter-productive to manateee protection. Unless these 
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consequences are mitigated, they would exacerbate the risks of collisions by dramatically 
widening the zones of masking while increasing vessel transect times and the subsequent 
opportunities for collisions to occur over time throughout the expanded range.   
 
An alternate or supplementary approach that directly mitigates the effective masking directly 
ahead of a vessel as it moves through the environment, involves no noise reduction protocols 
or expensive modifications and technologies.  The approach has been proposed as a method 
to alert manatees of approaching boats under all ambient conditions and is especially 
applicable for negating the masking zones created by dredging.  The technology involves 
attaching low-intensity directional acoustic alarms to the bows of recreational and commercial 
watercraft.  The acoustic alarm is designed to project a narrow beam of sound directly in front 
of vessels to provide manatees with the sensory awareness to avoid collisions at safe 
distances.  Engineered to exploit the manatees best hearing abilities; the alerting signal is a 
low intensity, high frequency, modulated signal that manatees can detect and locate at ambient 
noise levels (a CR of ~ 0 dB).  An immediate application of the manatee alerting system is 
suggested for slow moving barges and commercial ships that can also kill manatees in the St. 
Johns River.   
 
While dredge noise increases detection challenges for manatees perhaps the most confusing 
acoustical challenge manatees face in the St. Johns River, with and without dredging, is 
acoustical shadowing.  This is caused when the sound rays from a ship’s propellers are 
blocked, from projecting forward by the ship’s hull.  Shadowing occurs when the ships’ 
propellers are located above the keel depth. The majority of tugs pushing barges and large 
commercial vessels have this propeller placement. The configuration helps drive these large 
vessels in line with their centers of mass, and protects propellers from damage in case a keel 
hits bottom.  Acoustical shadows in water are formed when an object of greater acoustical 
impedance than water, and larger than the wavelength of the incident sound, is located 
between a sound source (the propellers) and an observation point (the manatee).  Ship noise 
with wavelengths less than the ship stern dimensions are reflected from the stern and do not 
propagate to the bow in a direct path.  While some frequencies with wavelengths larger than 
stern dimensions may still diffract around the hull, their amplitude is attenuated at the surface 
by Lloyd’s Mirror Effect. Direct field measurements of commercial ship approaches reveal the 
confluence of acoustical shadowing and Lloyd’s Mirror Effect and, moreover, how the noise 
directly ahead of commercial ships and barges can be indiscernible from the ambient noise 
(Blue and Gerstein 2005, Gerstein and Blue 2005, 2002, and Gerstein 2002).   While the size 
and geometry of the shadows can vary, the quietest area is always directly ahead at the bow of 
the ship and near the surface. Figure 12 illustrates the scattered sound field that forms the 
acoustical shadow when propeller noise is blocked by the hull.  Manatees off to side that can 
hear these approaching ships may seek refuge by swimming into the quieter zone directly 
ahead of the ship.  Manatees in the direct path of an approaching ship would have no 
acoustical awareness of danger and could get trapped by hydrodynamic forces and thrust back 
to the propellers. A bow mounted directional acoustic device that selectively fills in acoustical 
shadows would mitigate this dangerous ambiguity and alert manatees of the approaching 
danger. The manatee alerting system is designed for all vessels (large and small) and speeds.  
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It is designed to adjust the projection range with vessel speed and could reduce Zones of 
Masking to 10 seconds ahead of any vessel, at any speed.  It is designed to provide a range 
limited acoustic envelope that follows the vessel, making it immune to acoustical masking 
from the surrounding ambient noise.   
 

 
 
Figure 12. Acoustical shadow cast ahead of slow or fast approaching ship.  
 
In closing, this report focuses on the auditory masking of boat noise by a single hopper dredge 
operating in the St. Johns River during a limited sampling period.  The small sample sizes and 
biases inherent with site-specificity are acknowledged. Direct acoustical measurements 
provided the data for conservative estimates of masking without the need to fit ray trace or 
normal mode, parabolic models.  If equivalent environmental conditions existed in 2002 
during cutterhead dredging in the St. Johns River, the sounds of watercraft would have been 
acoustically undetectable to manatees over an expansive area radiating from the dredging 
source and perhaps the pipeline. The spike in manatee watercraft-related mortality could have 
been a result of acoustical masking from dredging noise. Additional research is warranted on 
cutterhead pipeline dredging and the appropriate propagation models for other sources can be 
applied in subsequent follow-up work. 
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APPENDIX 
 

WAV FILES USED FOR ANALYSIS 
 

 
>>>>> Cakewalk Audio Finder 2.0 Report <<<<< 
 
WaveDataDir: c:\Program Files\Cakewalk\Cakewalk Pro Audio 9\WaveData 
 
 
>>>>> Audio WRK Files <<<<< 
 
 
WRK File: C:\Program Files\Cakewalk\Cakewalk Pro Audio 9\drdge 460.wrk 
    Audio Wave: RC1a29kde.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a29kdc.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a29kda.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a29kdd.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a29kdb.WAV  Status: Referenced 
 
WRK File: C:\Program Files\Cakewalk\Cakewalk Pro Audio 9\drdge turning.wrk 
    Audio Wave: RC1a29yh8.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a29yh7.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a29yhb.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a29yha.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a29yh9.WAV  Status: Referenced 
 
WRK File: C:\Program Files\Cakewalk\Cakewalk Pro Audio 9\dredge 74.wrk 
    Audio Wave: RC1a29c3v.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a29c3t.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a29c3s.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a29c3w.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a29c3u.WAV  Status: Referenced 
 
WRK File: C:\Program Files\Cakewalk\Cakewalk Pro Audio 9\dredge pass2 
opposite side 300meters wih speed.wrk 
    Audio Wave: RC1a1sq27.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a1sq26.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a1sq28.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a1sq1s.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a1sq29.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a1sq25.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a1sq24.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a1sq23.WAV  Status: Referenced 
 
WRK File: C:\Program Files\Cakewalk\Cakewalk Pro Audio 
9\dredge138yards.wrk 
    Audio Wave: RC1a29vme.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a29vmd.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a29vma.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a29vmb.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a29vmc.WAV  Status: Referenced 
 
WRK File: C:\Program Files\Cakewalk\Cakewalk Pro Audio 
9\dredge3aborted.wrk 
    Audio Wave: RC1a1t2rl.WAV  Status: Referenced 
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    Audio Wave: RC1a1t2rq.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a1t2rp.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a1t2rr.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a1t2ro.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a1t2rn.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a1t2rm.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a1t2rk.WAV  Status: Referenced 
 
WRK File: C:\Program Files\Cakewalk\Cakewalk Pro Audio 9\dredge55yards.wrk 
    Audio Wave: RC1a2a0t1.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a2a0t2.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a2a0sz.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a2a0sy.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a2a0t0.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a2a242.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a2a241.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a2a244.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a2a245.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a2a243.WAV  Status: Referenced 
 
WRK File: C:\Program Files\Cakewalk\Cakewalk Pro Audio 9\drege pass 
16meters hat 1021.wrk 
    Audio Wave: RC1a1sdfd.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a1sdfe.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a1sdfi.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a1sdfg.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a1sdfh.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a1sdff.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a1sdfc.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a1sdfj.WAV  Status: Referenced 
 
WRK File: C:\Program Files\Cakewalk\Cakewalk Pro Audio 9\dregepumpout3.wrk 
    Audio Wave: RC1a1ublh.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a1ublk.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a1ublm.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a1ublo.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a1ubll.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a1ublp.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a1ubln.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a1ublg.WAV  Status: Referenced 
 
WRK File: C:\Program Files\Cakewalk\Cakewalk Pro Audio 9\JAX 
10,21.pumpout01.wrk 
    Audio Wave: RC1a1qn3b.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a1qn3d.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a1qn3a.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a1qn3c.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a1qn38.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a1qn36.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a1qn39.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a1qn37.WAV  Status: Referenced 
 
WRK File: C:\Program Files\Cakewalk\Cakewalk Pro Audio 9\JAX DREDGE DAINES 
POINT009.wrk 
    Audio Wave: RC19b4qyn.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19b4qyp.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19b4qym.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19b4qyr.WAV  Status: Referenced 
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    Audio Wave: RC19b4qyq.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19b4qyo.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19b4qyl.WAV  Status: Referenced 
 
WRK File: C:\Program Files\Cakewalk\Cakewalk Pro Audio 9\JAX DREDGE DAINES 
POINT0cal09.wrk 
    Audio Wave: RC19b518t.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19b4qyn.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19b4qyp.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19b4qym.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19b4qyr.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19b4qyq.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19b4qyo.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19b4qyl.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19b518k.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19b53h1.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19b53gz.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19b53h0.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19b518s.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19b53h3.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19b53gv.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19b53gu.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19b518l.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19b53h2.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19b518m.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19b518x.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19b518y.WAV  Status: Referenced 
 
WRK File: C:\Program Files\Cakewalk\Cakewalk Pro Audio 9\JAX DREDGE DAINES 
POINTday203.wrk 
    Audio Wave: RC19bixgq.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19bixgp.WAV  Status: Referenced 
 
WRK File: C:\Program Files\Cakewalk\Cakewalk Pro Audio 9\JAX DREDGE DAINES 
POINTday20d1.wrk 
    Audio Wave: RC19bixgp.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19bixgq.WAV  Status: Referenced 
 
WRK File: C:\Program Files\Cakewalk\Cakewalk Pro Audio 9\JAX DREDGE DAINES 
POINTday20d2.wrk 
    Audio Wave: RC19bixgp.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19bixgq.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19bjzfl.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19bjzfk.WAV  Status: Referenced 
 
WRK File: C:\Program Files\Cakewalk\Cakewalk Pro Audio 9\JAX DREDGE DAINES 
POINTDAY3001.wrk 
    Audio Wave: RC19c1phx.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19c1phv.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19c1phw.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19c1qnm.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19c1qno.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19c1r65.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19c1r64.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19c1qze.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19c1qzd.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19c1qzf.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19c1r66.WAV  Status: Referenced 
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    Audio Wave: RC19c1qnn.WAV  Status: Referenced 
 
WRK File: C:\Program Files\Cakewalk\Cakewalk Pro Audio 9\JAX DREDGE DAINES 
POINTDAY3002.wrk 
    Audio Wave: RC19c31hf.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19c31hc.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19c31hd.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19c31hg.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19c31he.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19c31hh.WAV  Status: Referenced 
 
WRK File: C:\Program Files\Cakewalk\Cakewalk Pro Audio 9\JAX DREDGE DAINES 
POINTDAY3004.wrk 
    Audio Wave: RC19c3h1b.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19c3h12.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19c3h1a.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19c3h18.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19c3h19.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19c3h13.WAV  Status: Referenced 
 
WRK File: C:\Program Files\Cakewalk\Cakewalk Pro Audio 9\JAX DREDGE DAINES 
POINTDAY3005.ambientwrk.wrk 
    Audio Wave: RC19c3zfx.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19c3zfw.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19c3zfy.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19c3zfz.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19c3zfu.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19c3zfv.WAV  Status: Referenced 
 
WRK File: C:\Program Files\Cakewalk\Cakewalk Pro Audio 9\JAX DREDGE DAINES 
POINTDAY3006.wrk 
    Audio Wave: RC19c3tqf.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19c3tqh.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19c3tqe.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19c3tqd.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19c3tqg.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19c3tqc.WAV  Status: Referenced 
 
WRK File: C:\Program Files\Cakewalk\Cakewalk Pro Audio 9\JAX DREDGE DAINES 
POINTdddd.wrk 
    Audio Wave: RC19bkmna.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19bkmn9.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19bkmn6.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19bkmn7.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19bkmn8.WAV  Status: Referenced 
 
WRK File: C:\Program Files\Cakewalk\Cakewalk Pro Audio 9\JAX DREDGE DAINES 
POINTprop.wrk 
    Audio Wave: RC19c4b3e.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19c4b3d.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19c4b3f.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19c4b3c.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19c4b3a.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19c4b3b.WAV  Status: Referenced 
 
WRK File: C:\Program Files\Cakewalk\Cakewalk Pro Audio 9\JAX DREDGE DAmes 
POINT001.wrk 
    Audio Wave: RC19b2qb2.WAV  Status: Referenced 
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    Audio Wave: RC19b2qb1.WAV  Status: Referenced 
 
WRK File: C:\Program Files\Cakewalk\Cakewalk Pro Audio 9\JAX DREDGE DAmes 
POINT002.wrk 
    Audio Wave: RC19b302s.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19b3033.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19b3035.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19b3034.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19b2qb2.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19b302r.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19b2qb1.WAV  Status: Referenced 
 
WRK File: C:\Program Files\Cakewalk\Cakewalk Pro Audio 9\JAX DREDGE DAmes 
POINT003.wrk 
    Audio Wave: RC19b3301.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19b302s.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19b3033.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19b3035.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19b3304.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19b3034.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19b3305.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19b2qb2.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19b302r.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19b2qb1.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19b3303.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19b3302.WAV  Status: Referenced 
 
WRK File: C:\Program Files\Cakewalk\Cakewalk Pro Audio 9\JAX DREDGE DAmes 
POINT004.wrk 
    Audio Wave: RC19b3301.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19b302s.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19b3033.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19b3035.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19b3304.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19b3034.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19b3305.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19b2qb2.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19b302r.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19b2qb1.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19b36ny.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19b36nx.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19b3303.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19b36nw.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19b3302.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19b36o5.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19b36nu.WAV  Status: Referenced 
 
WRK File: C:\Program Files\Cakewalk\Cakewalk Pro Audio 9\JAX DREDGE DAmes 
POINT005.wrk 
    Audio Wave: RC19b3301.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19b302s.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19b3033.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19b3035.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19b3304.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19b3034.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19b41i2.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19b3305.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19b2qb2.WAV  Status: Referenced 
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    Audio Wave: RC19b302r.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19b41i0.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19b2qb1.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19b36ny.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19b36nx.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19b3303.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19b36nw.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19b41hz.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19b3302.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19b41i3.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19b41i1.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19b36o5.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19b36nu.WAV  Status: Referenced 
 
WRK File: C:\Program Files\Cakewalk\Cakewalk Pro Audio 9\JAX DREDGE DAmes 
POINT006.wrk 
    Audio Wave: RC19b3301.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19b302s.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19b3033.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19b3035.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19b3304.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19b3034.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19b41i2.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19b3305.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19b453f.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19b2qb2.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19b302r.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19b41i0.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19b2qb1.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19b36ny.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19b36nx.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19b3303.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19b36nw.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19b453d.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19b453e.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19b41hz.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19b453c.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19b453g.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19b453k.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19b3302.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19b41i3.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19b41i1.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19b453l.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19b36o5.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19b36nu.WAV  Status: Referenced 
 
WRK File: C:\Program Files\Cakewalk\Cakewalk Pro Audio 9\JAX DREDGE DAmES 
POINTday202.wrk 
    Audio Wave: RC19bivsd.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC19bivsc.WAV  Status: Referenced 
 
WRK File: C:\Program Files\Cakewalk\Cakewalk Pro Audio 9\jax trip 2 01.wrk 
    Audio Wave: RC1a0tm31.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a0t5wo.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a0t5wm.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a0t5wp.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a0t5wn.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a0t5wk.WAV  Status: Referenced 
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    Audio Wave: RC1a0t5wl.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a0t5wj.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a0t5wi.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a0tm2y.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a0t8vh.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a0t8vi.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a0t8vj.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a0t8vk.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a0t8vl.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a0tm2w.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a0tm2x.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a0tm2z.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a0tm2q.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a0t8vo.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a0t8vg.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a0t8vp.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a0tm32.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a0tm33.WAV  Status: Referenced 
 
WRK File: C:\Program Files\Cakewalk\Cakewalk Pro Audio 9\jax trip 2 03.wrk 
    Audio Wave: RC1a0ts7a.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a0ts7i.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a0ts77.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a0ts76.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a0ts75.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a0ts7b.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a0ts74.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a0ts7j.WAV  Status: Referenced 
 
WRK File: C:\Program Files\Cakewalk\Cakewalk Pro Audio 9\jaxambient noise 
at pumpout 102104.wrk 
    Audio Wave: RC1a1r77o.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a1r77n.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a1r77t.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a1r77s.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a1r77r.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a1r87z.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a1r77m.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a1r77p.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a1r77q.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a1r87r.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a1r87s.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a1r87t.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a1r87u.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a1r87v.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a1r87y.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a1r87q.WAV  Status: Referenced 
 
WRK File: C:\Program Files\Cakewalk\Cakewalk Pro Audio 9\police boat no 
drde.wrk 
    Audio Wave: RC1a29gz5.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a29gz6.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a29hqy.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a29hb8.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a29gix.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a29giw.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a29git.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a29giu.WAV  Status: Referenced 
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    Audio Wave: RC1a29hb7.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a29gz2.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a29gz4.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a29hb6.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a29hb5.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a29giv.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a29hw3.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a29hqx.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a29hqw.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a29hqv.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a29hw0.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a29hw2.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a29hw1.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a29hqu.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a29gz3.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a29igp.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a29igq.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a29igr.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a29igs.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a29igo.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a29hvz.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a29hb9.WAV  Status: Referenced 
 
WRK File: C:\Program Files\Cakewalk\Cakewalk Pro Audio 9\police with 
drdge.wrk 
    Audio Wave: RC1a29oj6.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a29nyh.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a29nyj.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a29nyk.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a29nyg.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a29oj9.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a29oj8.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a29oj7.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a29nyi.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a29oj5.WAV  Status: Referenced 
 
 
 
WRK File: C:\Program Files\Cakewalk\Cakewalk Pro Audio 9\pppp0234.wrk 
    Audio Wave: RC1a1qwn9.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a1qwnb.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a1qwna.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a1qwn7.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a1qwn8.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a1qwfa.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a1qwfb.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a1qwn5.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a1qwn4.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a1qwn6.WAV  Status: Referenced 
 
WRK File: C:\Program Files\Cakewalk\Cakewalk Pro Audio 9\prpoogation.wrk 
    Audio Wave: RC1a2au3s.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a2au3o.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a2au3r.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a2au3q.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a2avpt.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a2axx9.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a2au3p.WAV  Status: Referenced 
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    Audio Wave: RC1a2auzt.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a2auzr.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a2auzs.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a2awm6.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a2axx8.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a2axxa.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a2awm3.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a2auzu.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a2avpu.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a2auzv.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a2avps.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a2awm5.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a2avpr.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a2avpq.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a2axx7.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a2awm7.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a2axx6.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a2awm4.WAV  Status: Referenced 
 
WRK File: C:\Program Files\Cakewalk\Cakewalk Pro Audio 9\pumpout 7.wrk 
    Audio Wave: RC1a1uowm.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a1uowv.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a1uown.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a1uowq.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a1uowr.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a1uowt.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a1uowu.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a1uows.WAV  Status: Referenced 
 
WRK File: C:\Program Files\Cakewalk\Cakewalk Pro Audio 
9\pumpout21021loud.wrk 
    Audio Wave: RC1a1u8bl.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a1u8b4.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a1u8b7.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a1u8b9.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a1u8b8.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a1u8b6.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a1u8b5.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a1u8bk.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a1u8jf.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a1u92u.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a1u92o.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a1u8j7.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a1u8j8.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a1u8j9.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a1u8ja.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a1u8jb.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a1u92v.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a1u92m.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a1u92n.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a1u92p.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a1u92s.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a1u92t.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a1u8j6.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a1u8je.WAV  Status: Referenced 
 
WRK File: C:\Program Files\Cakewalk\Cakewalk Pro Audio 9\pumpout5.wrk 
    Audio Wave: RC1a1ue2f.WAV  Status: Referenced 
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    Audio Wave: RC1a1ue2i.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a1ue2h.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a1ue24.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a1ue2j.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a1ue2g.WAV  Status: Referenced 
 
WRK File: C:\Program Files\Cakewalk\Cakewalk Pro Audio 9\pumpout6.wrk 
    Audio Wave: RC1a1uifu.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a1uig2.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a1uifw.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a1uifx.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a1uifv.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a1uig3.WAV  Status: Referenced 
 
 
 
WRK File: C:\Program Files\Cakewalk\Cakewalk Pro Audio 9\taxi and 
dredge.wrk 
    Audio Wave: RC1a297fs.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a297ft.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a297fr.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a297fq.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a297fu.WAV  Status: Referenced 
 
 
WRK File: C:\Program Files\Cakewalk\Cakewalk Pro Audio 9\water taxi  500 
dredge off.wrk 
    Audio Wave: RC1a28y5b.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a28zjl.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a28yrz.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a2917y.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a28zjo.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a28yry.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a28y5c.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a29075.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a28y5e.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a28y5d.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a28y5a.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a28ys1.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a28yrx.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a29074.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a28zjn.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a2917w.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a2917u.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a28ys0.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a29072.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a2917x.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a29071.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a2917v.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a28zjm.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a29073.WAV  Status: Referenced 
    Audio Wave: RC1a28zjk.WAV  Status: Referenced 
 
 
 
>>>>> End Report <<<<< 
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